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 Year 1 - Learning @ Home, Term 3 Week 9 

Remember to login to WebEx each morning at 9.20am for a brief check in with your class and teacher. 

Day  WebEx meetings 

Monday 9:20am 1/AO and 1/LR will join Amy’s link: https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/odowd.amy.a 

1/MW and 1/EW will join Eliza’s link: https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/wright.eliza.j 

Magnify Monday - Can you spot the teachers? 

Monday 11:00am 

 

Boot Camp with Amy 

Join Amy’s link: https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/odowd.amy.a 

Monday 12:30pm If you would like some help with learning to infer, then join Eliza’s link: 

https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/wright.eliza.j 

Tuesday 9:20am 

 

1/AO and 1/EW will join Amy’s link: https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/odowd.amy.a 

1/MW and 1/LR will join Mitch’s link: https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/mitchell.webster  

Story time! 

Tuesday 12:30pm If you would like some help with writing your film review today, then join Amy’s link: 

https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/odowd.amy.a 

Tuesday 1:00pm 

 

Boogie Time with Eliza 

 Join Eliza’s link: https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/wright.eliza.j 

Tuesday 2:00pm 

DRAMA CLUB 

https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=m926fce74b5eab8ef98da1aa62320b78f  

Meeting number: 165 770 3761    Password: CpB3Jpxbj76 

Wednesday 9:20am 

CAMP DAY! 

1/MW and 1/AO will join Mitch’s link: https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/mitchell.webster  

1/EW and 1/LR will join Eliza’s link: https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/wright.eliza.j 

Wednesday’s Walking Wonders 

Wednesday 11:30am 

Camp Fire 

Join us for a campfire. We will sing camp songs and share some campfire stories. 

Join Mitch’s link: https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/mitchell.webster 

https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/odowd.amy.a
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/wright.eliza.j
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/odowd.amy.a
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/wright.eliza.j
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/odowd.amy.a
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/mitchell.webster
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/odowd.amy.a
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/wright.eliza.j
https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=m926fce74b5eab8ef98da1aa62320b78f
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/mitchell.webster
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/wright.eliza.j
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/mitchell.webster
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Wednesday 12:30pm If you would like to learn about gratitude and some help with creating a gratitude board, 

then join Mitch’s link: https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/mitchell.webster 

Thursday 9:20am EVERYONE will join Mitch’s link: https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/mitchell.webster  

Social catch up - conversation practise 

Thursday 12:30pm If you would like some help with maths today, join Lee’s link: 

https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/rutledge.lee.a  

Thursday 1:00pm Let’s get cooking with Mitch and Lee! 

Mini pizzas! (see last page for recipe) 

https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/mitchell.webster 

Friday 9:20am 1/AO and 1/LR will join Amy’s link: https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/odowd.amy.a 

1/MW and 1/EW will join Mitch’s link: https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/mitchell.webster 

Freaky Friday - dress up in something wacky! E.g. socks on your head! 

Friday 1pm Whole school assembly 

 

 
 
 
 

  

Seesaw activities to submit this week 

Monday - Health Submit to Seesaw the photo of you...  
- demonstrating a particular emotion 
- what causes you to feel that way (triggers) 
- if it’s a negative emotion, include some strategies that can use to help you to 

stop feeling that way (you may like to look at the NLPS Bounce Back book, 
which was emailed last week) 

Tuesday - Maths Submit to Seesaw examples of fractions that you have found at home. For example, 
an apple cut into quarters. Make sure all of your pieces are the same size! 

Wednesday - 
Health 

Submit to Seesaw a photo of your gratitude board/display. 

Thursday - Submit to Seesaw your short-film review of Mouse for Sale.  

https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/mitchell.webster
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/mitchell.webster
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/rutledge.lee.a
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/mitchell.webster
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/odowd.amy.a
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/mitchell.webster
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Writing 

 

Monday 6th September 

Reading Focus: We are learning to infer meaning, by combining clues in our reading with what we 
already know. 

Daily practice - 5 mins:  

Practise reading some of the 100 most used words with Amy 

https://youtu.be/X1m5qvUV74U  

 

INTRO:  

Watch Amy introduce the skill of inferring: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jw4XWb9zSPE  

 

 

 

Task: Sometimes we can use a picture/illustration to make inferences about what a person could be like or could be 

feeling. Today we would like you to look at the picture of Woody in Andy’s room (from the Toy Story films).  

 

Can you write 3 sentences to explain your inferences about Andy? 

Some of you may have watched Toy Story - but guess what? You can only use what is in the picture to make your 

inferences. 

 

You might think about: 

How old Andy could be… 

What interests Andy might have… 

What type of person Andy is? 

https://youtu.be/X1m5qvUV74U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jw4XWb9zSPE
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Your sentences might look like this: 

I infer that Andy is…. years old, because… 

I infer that Andy is an … (adventurous person) because… 

 

Example: I infer that Andy likes to play video games, as I can see a video games console on the floor.  

  

If you would like some help with learning to infer, join Eliza’s link at 12:30 

https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/wright.eliza.j 

         

Then: You should complete independent reading of a ‘just right’ text for a minimum of 15 minutes. Don’t forget to 

work on your reading goal! 

Writing Focus: We are learning to share our opinions about short films. We are learning to make 
inferences as we watch short films. 

Daily vocabulary practice - 5 mins: Watch Lee - If you know how to spell ‘and’ you can spell 

lots of words! https://youtu.be/dkJjhkfHPbM  

 

INTRO:  

Watch the short film: Pip | A Short Animated Film by Southeastern Guide 

Dogs  

 

TASK:  

This week we will be watching four different short, animated films. Just like 

how we practised with writing a book review during Book Week, we want 

you to record your opinions about the short films that you’ll watch. 

Remember, an opinion is something that you believe - it may be 

different from person to person. A fact is something that is true, no matter who says it. 

Use the template below to share your thinking, including any inference(s) you made while watching the clip, Pip.

https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/wright.eliza.j
https://youtu.be/dkJjhkfHPbM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07d2dXHYb94
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07d2dXHYb94
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Maths Focus: We are learning to understand fractions. 

Daily practice: Practise writing the numbers as you count by 2s to 20, beginning at 2. These are even numbers. 
Remember to form your numbers correctly. 
 
Warm-up: Go outside and bounce a ball. Count by 2s with each bounce. Bounce and count for as long as you can. 
Go to your sock drawer and see how many socks you have. You must count by 2s. How many pairs is that? 
 
TASK: Collect 2 pieces of paper that you will be able to fold. Watch as Lee introduces fractions and shows you what 
to do. https://youtu.be/ENfWOwewQ9U  

Continue to watch this, pausing the video when needed as Lee helps you with the task. 

Health 

 
Submit to Seesaw the photo of you  
- demonstrating a particular 

emotion 
- what causes you to feel that 

way (triggers) 
- if it’s a negative emotion, 

include some strategies that 
you can use to help you to 
stop feeling that way (you may 
like to look at the NLPS 
Bounce Back book, which was 
emailed last week). 

Today we would like you to focus on recognising what you think and how your body 
reacts when you feel a certain way. It’s very important to know that everyone’s body 
shows each emotion in a different way. When you’re angry your face might turn red, 
but when someone else gets angry they might cry. 
 
Task: We want you to choose an emotion and take a photo of what your face does 
when you feel like that. You should then also write some of the things you think and 
do when you feel that way. You should also write about some of the things that cause 
you to feel that way (triggers). 
 
You may like to choose one of these emotions: 

● Anger 
● Disappointed 
● Tired 
● Happy 
● Worried 
● Surprised 

 

PE 

 

Use Seesaw to watch a short PE welcome video. 

Opening/Warm-up – Begin by completing the warm-up found in the first link. It runs for about 
10 minutes. You can choose to complete the exercises shown by an Avenger superhero or a 
Harry Potter character. 

Marvel Avengers - Harry Potter Hogwarts- Workout - YouTube 

Overarm Throwing - Watch the following two videos and have a go at the overarm throwing 
challenges you see. Play each one as many times as you like. You’ll need a partner for the 
first one. 

Tic-Tac-Throw throwing game - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXG4uwwxqR0 

One-minute throwing challenge - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grY1TdudCt8 

Optional bonus activity – Make your own overarm throwing game or challenge and share it 
with Mr. A on Seesaw. 

 

https://youtu.be/ENfWOwewQ9U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Udgi8y7Lv9M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXG4uwwxqR0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXG4uwwxqR0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grY1TdudCt8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grY1TdudCt8
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Tuesday 7th September 

Reading Focus: We are learning to infer meaning, by combining clues in our reading with what we 
already know. 

Daily practice - 5 mins:  

Practise reading some of the 100 most used words with Amy https://youtu.be/WzkFPinFqJk  

 

 

Read/Task: Read the comic book strip and then complete the following sentence, adding in your inference.  

 

I infer that Garfield changed his mind about helping John because… 

Example: I infer that Garfield isn’t very sympathetic as he said ‘Big whoop’ when John said his back 

hurt. 

 

Read/Task: Read the excerpt from Scaredy Squirrel and complete the sentence adding in your inference.  

(Use the sentence starter below to help you.) 

 

 

I infer Scaredy Squirrel is… because… 

 
Example: I infer that Scaredy Squirrel enjoys organising things as everything was planned down to the last 
detail. 

 

Then: You should complete independent reading of a ‘just right’ text for a minimum of 15 minutes. Don’t forget to 

work on your reading goal! 

https://youtu.be/WzkFPinFqJk
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Writing Focus: We are learning to share our opinions about short films. We are learning to make 
inferences as we watch short films. 

Daily vocabulary practice - 5 mins: Watch Eliza - If you know how to spell ‘it’ you can spell 

lots of words! https://youtu.be/mFrSk-CEmGQ  

 

 

INTRO:  

Watch the short film, **Award Winning** CGI 3D 

Animated Short Film:  "Dustin"  - by The Dustin Team | 

TheCGBros  

 

TASK: We want you to record your opinions about 

today’s short film. Use the template below to share 

your thinking, including any inference(s) you made 

while watching the clip, Dustin.  

 

If you would like some help with writing your film review today, then join Amy’s link: 

https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/odowd.amy.a 

https://youtu.be/mFrSk-CEmGQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTSH3hxdk_A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTSH3hxdk_A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTSH3hxdk_A
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/odowd.amy.a
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Maths Focus: We are learning to understand fractions of objects. 

Daily practice: Practise writing the numbers as you count by 2s to 21, beginning at 1. These are odd numbers. 
Remember to form your numbers correctly. 
 
Warm-up: Go outside and bounce the ball. Count by 2s beginning at 1 for each bounce. Bounce and count for as 
long as you can. 

TASK: Have a look around your house or garden to see what is possible to cut or fold into halves or quarters. You 
might be able to break something in half - a mandarin for example. With a mandarin you will need to check to see 
that you have the same amount of segments (pieces). If you are going to cut anything, perhaps an orange, a slice of 
bread or anything else, ask an adult if it’s ok and then ask if they can supervise you. Don’t forget that each piece 
must be the same size! Take a photo, explain what fractions you have made and upload it to Seesaw. 

 

ART 

 

Week 9 Art – What is Design 

To access the Art program on Google Slides, click on the link below. 

This week is about What is Design? 

Click on the speaker in the top right corner of the slide to hear the information. 

The link will also be available on Seesaw. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1B7ry7upZWS0cUXFA5llT36KH1H12J6fknjTkSpaHFyw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1B7ry7upZWS0cUXFA5llT36KH1H12J6fknjTkSpaHFyw/edit?usp=sharing
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Wednesday 8th September 
CAMP DAY! 

Reading Focus: We are learning to visualise what we are listening to, by paying attention to detailed 
clues. 

Daily practice - 5 mins:  

Practise reading some of the 100 most used words with Amy https://youtu.be/xAVEz-Vveec  

 

 

Read aloud: Mitch used to work in a summer camp all 

the way in the USA. Working there, he learnt of a 

spooky camp legend about someone called the 

‘Watermelon Man’. Watch Mitch tell you the spooky 

campfire story: https://youtu.be/-twvx7kgmjc  

 

Task: We want you to practise your visualising. Draw 

something you pictured in your head when Mitch was 

telling you the story. 

 

Then: You should complete independent reading of a 

‘just right’ text for a minimum of 15 minutes. Don’t 

forget to work on your reading goal! 

 

Writing Focus: We are learning to write an entertaining short story, in the style of a spooky tale! 

Daily vocabulary practice - 5 mins:  

Write a list of things you would need to take on a camping 

trip.  

Practise sounding out each word as you spell it and 

remember to use the dotted thirds appropriately. 

 

TASK: You’re going on a camping trip! We would like you 

to build a fort or cave at home.  

 

Take your workbook or paper into your fort and write a 

spooky campfire story. You may like to share this story at 

today’s campfire at 11:30am. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/xAVEz-Vveec
https://youtu.be/-twvx7kgmjc
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Maths Focus: We are learning to understand how fractions are parts of a whole. 

Daily practice: Write the numbers as you count by 5s to 100. Remember to form your numbers correctly. 
 
Warm-up: Go outside and bounce the ball. Count by 5s with each bounce. Bounce and 
count by 5s for as long as you can. 

TASK: As you are camping with your family, it is your job to split the food 
evenly between your family members. You have some pizzas that you 
will need to cut in half to share, as well as some oranges and bottles of 
water.  
 

● How many halves of pizza do you need for your family?  
● Is it easy to work out how much half a bottle of water is?  

What is a simple way that you can do this?  
● Cut your orange in half. Cut it in half again. How many pieces are 

there?  
When you cut half of your orange in half again, it makes quarters. 

Health 

 
Submit to Seesaw a 

photo of your 
gratitude board. 

Gratitude Board 
 
Create a gratitude board at home. You might like to do 
this with one of your adults at home or a sibling. 
 
Write the title, ‘Things I am grateful for…’ on a long 
piece of paper. You can decorate this if you like. 
 
Using some paper at home, cut out some squares. On 
each square we want you to write down some of the 
things in your life that you are lucky to have or be 
surrounded by. (You could use post-it notes instead if you have them at your house!) You 
might feel lucky to live in a home with people you love or to have a nice home-cooked meal 
each day. 
 
Once you have these written on the squares, decorate them and stick them somewhere... 
You might be allowed to use some blu-tak to put them on the fridge, or pin them to a notice 
board. You might even just glue them on another piece of paper with the title. 
 
Add to your ‘gratitude board’ each time you feel lucky or grateful to be able to do or have 
something or someone in your life. 
 

If you would like to learn about gratitude and some help with creating a gratitude 

board, then join Mitch’s link: https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/mitchell.webster 

Indonesian Halo anak-anak. Apa kabar? 
 
Click here for this week’s Indonesian lesson.  
 
You can also find it on Seesaw. 
 
Salam 
Pak Ben 

https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/mitchell.webster
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1vq_VTB9ui-IfVBxJ54W_gqUQvrfmRod_n6C-hxf2bXs/edit?usp=sharing
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Thursday 9th September 

Reading Focus: We are learning to infer meaning, by combining clues in our reading with what we 
already know. 

Daily practice - 5 mins:  

Practise reading some of the 100 most used words with Amy https://youtu.be/zaO9RVmq_5g  

 

 

Read aloud: My Lucky Day by Keiko Kasza   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bik-O7qYdIs  

 

Task: What can we infer about the main character/s in the book, My Lucky Day?  What are they like?  

Write one sentence where you’ve made an inference. Use the sentence starter of - ‘I infer that… because…’ 

 

Example: I Infer that the Fox didn’t get many visitors as he was startled when someone knocked at the door. 

 

Then: You should complete independent reading of a ‘just right’ text for a minimum of 15 minutes. Don’t forget to 

work on your reading goal! 

Writing Focus: We are learning to share our opinions about short films. We are learning to make 
inferences as we watch short films. 

Daily vocabulary practice - 5 mins: Watch Lee - If you know how to spell ‘ate’ you can spell lots of words!  

https://youtu.be/t4XXAM5o_LM  

 

INTRO:  

Watch the short film, "Mouse For Sale" by Wouter 

Bongaerts | Disney Favorite  

 

 

TASK: We want you to record your opinions about 

today’s short film. Use the template below to share your 

thinking, including any inference(s) you made while 

watching the clip, Mouse for Sale.  

Upload your review to Seesaw. 

 

https://youtu.be/zaO9RVmq_5g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bik-O7qYdIs
https://youtu.be/t4XXAM5o_LM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UB3nKCNUBB4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UB3nKCNUBB4
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Maths Focus: We are learning to make links between numbers and pictures when we are working 
with fractions. 

Daily practice: Write the numbers as you count by 10s to 100. Remember to form your numbers correctly. 
 
Warm-up: Count by 10s beginning at 3. Keep counting as far as you can. 

TASK: If you can, print out the dice template on page 17 and cut it out. You can use this for the game. If you are 
unable to print it, cut up 16 pieces of paper that you can use as cards. On 8 of them write ‘½’ and on the other 8 
write ‘¼’. Either roll the dice if you have it, or use the cards. 

You might like to play with another member of the family, or even a pet or teddy! Roll the die or turn over one of your 
cards. Colour in the fraction that you rolled/dealt from the cards, in one of the shapes below. Take it in turns with 
your partner, and the first person to get four shapes completely coloured in a row will win!  

Remember: each partner should use a different coloured pencil/crayon for the whole game.  

If you would like some help with this maths game today, join Lee’s link: 

https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/rutledge.lee.a  

https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/rutledge.lee.a
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MUSIC Hi grade ones, 

Use Seesaw to access a video with instructions and activities. 

Have fun! 
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Friday 10th September 

Reading Focus: We are learning to infer meaning, by combining clues in our reading with what we 
already know. 

Daily practice - 5 mins:  

Practise reading some of the 2nd 100 most used words with Amy https://youtu.be/Z1XIehqg0M0  

 

Read aloud: Listen to Eliza read the book Something Wonderful by Raewyn Caisley and Karen Blair. 

https://youtu.be/7tUEv24odXM  

 

Task: Can you answer the following questions about the book Something Wonderful? Use the inference sentence 

starters to guide you.  

 

What do you infer about Sam’s Mum?  

‘I infer that Sam’s Mum is… because…’ 

Example: I infer that Sam’s Mum was loving and kind, because she didn’t get angry when he forgot his chores, she 

just laughed. 

 

What do you infer about Sam? 

‘I infer that Sam is… because…’  

 

What do you think Sam might like to be when he grows up? 

‘I infer Sam might want to be a… when he grows up because…’ 

 

How was Sam feeling when he walked into the shed? 

‘I infer that Sam was feeling… when he walked into the shed because…’ 

 

Then: You should complete independent reading of a ‘just right’ text for a minimum of 15 minutes. Don’t forget to 

work on your reading goal! 

Writing Focus: We are learning to share our opinions about short films. We are learning to make 
inferences as we watch short films. 

Daily vocabulary practice - 5 mins: Watch Eliza - If you know how to stretch out ‘op’ you can spell lots of words!  

https://youtu.be/Aau-o16rJTs  

 

https://youtu.be/Z1XIehqg0M0
https://youtu.be/7tUEv24odXM
https://youtu.be/Aau-o16rJTs
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INTRO: 

Watch the short film, Soar: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UUlaseGrkLc  

 

TASK: We want you to record your opinions about 

today’s short film. Use the template below to share your 

thinking, including any inference(s) you made while 

watching the clip, Soar. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UUlaseGrkLc
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Maths Focus: We are learning to apply what we have learnt about fractions this week, in order to 
create a penguin. 

Daily practice: Write the numbers as you count by 10s to 100, beginning at 3. Remember to form your numbers 
correctly. 
 
Warm-up: Go outside and throw a ball in the air. Count by 10s as you catch. How high can you count? 

TASK: Follow the Fraction Penguins template to design your penguin. If you are unable to print out the circle 
template below, trace around something circular, colour in the colour required and cut it out. You will need 4 circles - 
2 black, 1 orange and 1 white. Don’t worry about cutting sixteenths for the eyes - be creative and make your own! 
When cutting your orange circle, fold it in half and then in half again. You should have 4 parts (quarters). Cut these 
quarters. Now cut each piece into half again and now you have 8 parts (eighths). 
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STEM 
Build a Bridge 
 
Today we would like you to build a bridge that is strong enough to hold one of your toys. 
You can use anything around the house to help you build your bridge. You will need to use 
your critical thinking to help you complete this activity. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 


